VERTICAL SELF-PROPELLED WITH TWO AUGERS

GIGAMIX

TUB

MIXER

20 m3
706 c.f.
3
24 m
847 c.f.
26 m3
918 c.f.
Mixing system with dual heavy duty vertical augers and interchangeable resistant knifes.
Driven by a variable flow pump and piston engine. Adjustable mixing speed

CUTTER:

1300 hp, adjustable speed motor. Width 2200 mm/87 inches. Electrically driven lowering
adjustment in the control panel, lowering cut-out by pressure switch depending on the
working pressure of the cutter. Driven by a variable flow pump and orbital motors.

LOADING BELT

Rubber. Regulable speed

UNLOADING BELTS

By flat side door with discharge tray

WEIGHSCALE

Programmable, 20 recipes x 20 ingredients

ENGINE

Diesel engine,
TIER 3: CUMMINGS, 220 CV, 2200 rpm, located in the rear.
TIER 4: CUMMINGS 6 cylinders, 275 CV @ 2200 rpm, 24 Volts, Turbo-Intercooler, water
refrigerated, injection electronically driven, and post treatment exhaust system.
250 litres
66 Gal.

FUEL TANK
TRANSMISSION
AXLES

Hydrostatic closed circuit. Variable flow pump and two rear wheel gears, powered by two
piston motors
Two, one motor and another directional. 4 wheels 445/65R22.5.

SUSPENSION

Front hydraulic and rear with springs. Road and all terrain modes. Automatic leveling.

STEERING

Hydraulic servo assisted. Maximum turning angle of 40 °

BRAKES

Service, parking and emergency on rear axle

HYDRAULIC AND
ELECTRICAL

Circuits designed to work in harsh environmental conditions. Compliant with European
machines safety and electromagnetic incompatibility regulations. Located behind the cabin.

CABIN

One-seat. Manufactured in steel with anti-corrosion chemical treatment. Optimal visibility of
the environment (inward sloping windshield). Swing door. Safety glass.

CONTROL SYSTEM

Multifunction joystick, buttons and indicators (reducer oil temperature, hydraulic oil
temperature, mixer pressure, cutter pressure, hydraulic oil level, breakdown lights ...)

EQUIPMENT

Two spotlights front and two rear, air suspension seat, fire extinguisher, water heating, radio
CD, tool box, step ladder with platform

GROUND SPEED

Ground speed 30 km/h

19 miles/h
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